
Fade In:

INT. STUDIO, DESK

Presenter is behind the desk. 

PRESENTER
Good evening, and welcome to The
Week That Wasn't. Here are some of
the week's top stories.

Amid much fanfare, Microsoft
released its new iPad competitor,
the Microsoft Surface. CEO Steve
Ballmer said they had worked hard
on getting the timing right for
this innovation in mobile
computing, which is hoped to boost
Microsoft stock.                
And perfect timing it was, with
Yahoo CEO Scott Thompson under
investigation for lying on his
resume, Facebook CEO Mark
Zuckerberg away on his honeymoon,
and former Apple Chief Steve Jobs
(dramatic pause) dead.

 Michigan Democrat Senator Lisa
Brown was silenced by her
Republican colleagues after she
uttered the word ‘vagina’ while
discussing a bill regarding
women’s reproductive rights.In
protest against the silencing, her
colleague Rashida Tlaib has called
on the women of her state to
withhold sex until the legislature
backs down.                     
In Republican terminology, that
would be ‘she’s asked all the
women to not let their partners
put their wee-wees into their
hoo-hoos’.

The Vatican’s number 2 accused the
media on Monday of trying “to
imitate Dan Brown” in their
coverage of the VatiLeaks scandal
and said the Roman Catholic
Church’s latest travails were part
of the Devil’s attempt to
destabilize it.             
Writer Dan Brown could not be
reached for comment as he was
vacationing at a location his PR
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PRESENTER (CONT'D)
agent declined to reveal, except
to say it was someplace "very
hot".

PRESENTER (CONT'D)
Summer's here, and so are the big
blockbuster releases. With movies
like Men in Black and Prometheus,
suspension of disbelief seems to
be the norm this season. But we
wonder, when has it not? Even in
the movies that are most
true-to-life, there certainly are
bits that leave you wonder 'How do
they do THAT?. Surely, we think,
there must be some way to explain
away the unreal aspects in movies.
We bring to you, Products that
MUST probably exist in movie
universes.

You know the morning after?

Cut to montage of morning-after scenes in various romantic
comedies, including Notting Hill, Serendipity, When Harry
Met Sally, showing a couple in bed, with a bedsheet covering
the man waist-down, while the woman has the sheet upto her
underarms.

PRESENTER (CONT'D)
When a couple are in bed, and
somehow the same sheet seems to
cover the man only until his
waist, but the woman all the way
up?

Cut back to presenter

PRESENTER (CONT'D)
How's that possible? Well, with
Acme's L-shaped His n' Hers
bedsheets,

Cut to montages, where now there's a graphic that indicates
the L-shape of the bedsheet in each of the scenes seen
previously

PRESENTER (CONT'D)
You can now allude to sex with
sufficient show of skin while
still keeping your PG-13 rating.

Swoosh and cut to the presenter.
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PRESENTER (CONT'D)
You know you've held back tears
just so your mascara won't run and
leave you looking like Alice
Cooper. You know those trips to
the little ladies' room to
straighten your smudged lipstick.
How do your favourite leadign
ladies never have to do that?

Swoosh and cut to montage of movie stars in perfect makeup.

PRESENTER (CONT'D)
With Acme's improved NeverErase
makeup, your mascara will stay on
and on as you cry

shot of woman crying in a movie

in the rain

Shot of andie mcdowell in the last scene of Four Weddings
and a Funeral

And your lipstick won't smudge
even when you kiss

Shot of angelina jolie kissing in Mr. and Mrs. Smith

or eat

shot of actress eating a piece of cake

or even go underwater

Shot of halle berry emerging from the sea in Die Another
Day, makeup intact.

Swoosh and cut to presenter

PRESENTER (CONT'D)
Have you had to haggle with your
cabbie about exact change? How
many hours do you lose every week
fumbling for change in your wallet
while getting some fruit, or a
pack of smokes?

Within the Acme universe, you
never have to worry about counting
your cash.

Cut to montage of scenes from movies where people pull out
cash
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PRESENTER (CONT'D)
Because no matter what you buy, it
will always cost just what you
happen to have in your pocket.

Cut to montage of scenes from movies where the actors are
laying down cash on the register.

Swoosh and cut to presenter.

PRESENTER (CONT'D)
In this day and age of terrorist
threats, one can never be too
careful about where you might come
across a ticking time bomb

Cut to montage of ticking time bombs which then go off and
explode. Montage of explosions.

PRESENTER (CONT'D)
How does Joe Plumber with no bomb
defusion training keep himself and
his family safe, and save the day?
Introducing, Acme Timebombs. They
come with loud beeping to indicate
their presence easy-to-read
digital timers,

Cut to shots of bombs beeping with big red digital timers,
which an average-looking guy spots and swoops down on and
starts working with

PRESENTER (CONT'D)
because a deadline is always
helpful while doing a stressful
task. Just like college.

Acme bombs also come with an easy
to open hatch and a snippable red
wire that is easily identifiable
among the sea of greens, blues and
yellows.

Cut to shot of the bomb beeping, with the average guy
pulling the red wire that sticks out distinctly, and cutting
it, stopping the beeping and timer with one second to go.

PRESENTER (CONT'D)
So that you can be the hero you've
always wanted to be. 
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